
Let’s explore letters

Week 3 Learning 
West Barns Nursery Class



Let’s take part in a letter hunt

Nibbles has been finding  materials 
around his home and local 
community to show letter 

recognition. 

Can you find items which start with 
each letter sound?  Or maybe the 

letter sound at the beginning of 
your name?

I enjoy exploring and playing with the 
patterns and sounds of language, and can 

use what I learn LIT01a



  
 



  
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



  
 



 
 



  
 



Suggested activities
In January we celebrate burns day.  This day is significant in scotland as it is a day where we celebrate robert burns who was a famous 
scottish writer and poet.  

Listening to scottish stories and poems allows us to listen to different words and sounds.  Using the link below  you can enjoy 
listening to the gruffalo story in scots.  What sounds the same?  What sounds different?  

https://youtu.be/NORaNjHLSoE 

Here is a link to 3 craws.  We like to sing this in nursery. Whilst singing along can  you hear different words?                                           
Do you know what they might mean? 

https://youtu.be/Ckhyx9QCMpo 

Can you remember how to do Head, shoulders, knees and toes in scots?  Can your grown up help you to remember all the scots terms for 
the body parts you need?  Try doing it fast, it’s very tricky!

As i explore stories, music and poems I am becoming familiar with 
celebrations I am learning about RME 04a 

I enjoy singing and playing along to music 

of different styles and cultures EXA 016a

I have opportunities to take part in dance 
experiences EXA010a

https://youtu.be/NORaNjHLSoE
https://youtu.be/Ckhyx9QCMpo


Scotland
Scotland is the country where we all live, Whilst we have been thinking about scottish 

words, we can also look at other things scotland is famous for.

Do you recognise the scottish saltire? if you have masking tape and paint at home you 
could try making your very own scottish flag. 

Scottish tartan is used on the fabric to create kilts, you can also see the tartan print on 
the instrument.  Do you know what this instrument is called? You can follow this link 

to hear what it sounds like.   https://youtu.be/E6y5h0hjxPg 

There is also a picture of highland dancers and ‘haggis, neeps and tatties’ which also 
originate from scotland. 

Can you add any more ideas to our scottish list? 

I am aware that different types of  

evidence can help me to find out about 

the world around me SOC015a

I enjoy eating a diversity of foods in a range of social situations HWB 029a

https://youtu.be/E6y5h0hjxPg


 
 

Environmental print gives us information.  Out on your daily walk, can you spot any environmental print?  Do you 
know what is says?  Sometimes looking around will help you.  If it is a red sign near a building site this may tell you to 

stop, no access, danger ahead. Does your environmental print have a symbol to help you to read?  Is it to inform 
construction workers to wear a safety hat?  

Can you spot the initial letter of your name around your home?  Maybe on a cereal box, or on a title of a book? 

Using a sensory tray can you form the letters of your name?  If you are able to form your name can you challenge 
yourself to write names of your family or your favourite teddy? You can make sensory trays in many ways using 

materials around your home, flour, shaving foam, lentils.

Having fun with letters and sounds, allows us to consolidate our learning and explore new VOCABULARY.  I spy is a great 
way to BEGIN  TO EXPLORE PHONICS allowING  our learners to explore the sounds they can hear and connect these to words.  

Continuing our Literacy experiences ...

I make full use and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning HWB 010a


